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1 - Why is Rei so sexy?

Me: One of the big mysteries in the world: Why is Rei so sexy?

Who can really be blamed for this? The mangaka, the animators, or just us fans? Anyways, enough with
my jibberish. Let's move on.

::[Can you defy his sexiness?]::
No one can defy Rei's sexiness! This is because of a few factors.
1) His appearance
2) His voice
3) His personality
1) His appearance: How can you not love his hair, his body, his eyes, and basically his "everything?"
Rei's hair is the most unique in the series. His hair is of an elegant black colour and it defies all laws of
physics. Rei has sexy raven bangs which covers his face a bit, and a crazy hairstyle at the back. Soft,
smooth and shiny, Rei's hair makes fangirls squeal and tempts them to run their hands through it. Rei
looks good both with his hair down and his hair tied back. No words can describe how seducing he looks
when his hair is down and when his body is a bit ruffled up from a battle. [I think I'm going to drool a river
typing this up. XDDDD]
Rei's body [*drools a river*] has an excellent build. His body isn't an extreme crazy steroids shape, but it
isn't scrowny either. Overly exaggerated bodies are not sexy. They're down right disturbing and
unnatural. Rei's body is more realistic compared to over dosage of steroid bodies, and they're much
more better looking. Ofcourse, his arms are shaped nicely and his waist is as well.

Kai: This obsession is getting iritating and insane! This is too long! No one is going to read your essay
on your biased opinion about how sexy Rei is!

Me: Oh my gosh! I think you just said more than you would in a month!

Rei: That's mean, Hikaru-Chan...

Me: Gomen, ;_; I didn't mean to be mean. *Sniff* Kai was being jealous again!

Rei: It's okay. =) *huggles Hikaru*

Me: X) *melts in happiness* I know! We can talk about how sexy Rei is like this! Together!



Kai: I refuse.

Me: *Waves a tape of Takao singing in the bathroom infront of Kai.* Are you sure? *smiles*

Kai: This is..not...fair.

Me: Anyways....Rei has beautiful eyes. Whether it's cat-like yellow or earthy brown, Rei always looks
cute, and cool with those eyes. The eyes are like a cherry ontop of an icecream, it adds to Rei's cute
face and his personality. Yellow eyes are probably the coolest type of eyes in an anime character, and
Rei has them.

Rei: Kai has sexy eyes...They're purple-like.

Me: Yeah, purple eyes are sexy, but yellow eyes are cool. By the way, Rei, you're getting off topic. We're
talking about you, not Kai.

Rei: Oops, sorry. I'll cover #2.
2) His voice: Well, my voice is done by Daniel DeSanto in the English dubbed version and Aya
Hisakawa for the original Japanese version. Did you know Kai's Seiyuu is very cool?

Me: Rei! You're trailing off again, you're suspose to be discussing about yourself and your sexiness...

Kai: I'll do it then.

Me:...You're always thinking about Kai aren't you? ...o_o ...
~Silence~
Me:...Wha..what did you say just now, Kai?

Kai:...I'll do it.

Rei: Yes! I get to hear what Kai thinks!

Kai: [Rei's voice is the most beautiful thing in the world. Aya Hisakawa has a beautiful soothing voice
which melts listeners to their chairs. The softness of the tone sends tingles down my throat and it travels
around my body. Even in anger, Rei sounds beautiful. I can't help it but want to kiss the boy when he



speaks. I wonder how his lips, that project such sweet tones, would taste like. Daniel DeSanto isn't bad
either. Daniel has a very good voice and it makes Rei oh-so-sexy. Arg, what am I thinking!? Why is it
that every time I think about Rei, I become so soft...so useless... *sigh* Oh, wait...wasn't I suppose to do
something...]

Me:*taps feet* AHEM!!! Kai!?? Are you alive? Are you going to tell us about Rei's voice or not!?

Kai:...[Oh yeah....] It's good.

Rei: *looks dissapointed* That's it?

Kai:...I like it.

Rei:*Huggles Kai* That's much better. =)

Me:....That doesn't tell us anything! Oh well, we must move on.
3) His personality: Rei has the most wonderful personality ever, and it that adds to his attraction. How
can someone not love how Rei is nice and caring? How he is serious when needed to be and how he
can have so much fun when he can just lay back? Also, whats more cute than a guy who appreciates a
good cooked meal and is extremely sweet?

Rei: Kai.

Rei: Stop that!

Rei: But..he is...

Kai: I refuse to accept that biased comment!

Rei:...And like this whole page isn't biased?

Me: Hush! XDD =p My biased-ness is acceptable because I have Takao's tape!

Kai:....



Me:Well anyways....basically....Rei is sexy... I think so, Kai thinks so, and I'm sure many other people
thinks so.

Kai:...I never said I agreed.

Me:...*Pats Kai* Denial is bad...
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